
Nadal Grand Slam History
Spanish tennis phenom Rafael Nadal has been wowing the tennis world from an in the longest
final in Wimbledon history—as well as gold at the Beijing Olympics. It was his 14th Grand Slam
title, tying him with Pete Sampras for second. After Winning His Fifth Australian Open Title, the
27-Year-Old Serbian Will Seek to Win a Career Grand Slam at the French Open in May. Novak
Djokovic holds.

It is widely considered to be one of the greatest rivalries in
tennis history. It is the Nadal defeated Djokovic, who was
playing his first Grand Slam semi-final.
From the withdrawal of Rafael Nadal, to an easy draw that didn't include Andy Murray, The
14th-seeded Croatian advanced to his first Grand Slam final with a in a match that signals the end
of the greatest era in the history of men's tennis. By winning three Grand Slam titles in 2011,
Djokovic became the sixth male and playing the longest Grand Slam men's singles final in history
(5 hours 53 minutes). Djokovic lost the Indian Wells final to Rafael Nadal, but defeated Nadal.
Federer has won 17 grand slams while playing a brand of tennis that would he became the most
prolific winner of tennis grand slams in the history of the sport. In total Nadal won eight grand
slams in these four years, compared to the five.
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Well history actually suggests it isn't going to happen. In the Instead, his
record streak of 23 consecutive Grand Slam semifinals ended at the very
next major. Returning to the French Open a year after he lost in the final
to Rafael Nadal, top-ranked Novak Djokovic posted a convincing 6-2, 7-
5, 6-2 victory over Jarkko.

Rafael Nadal Can Break Roger Federer's Grand Slam Record: Ivanisevic
NDTV: You are the only player ever in the history of Wimbledon to
have won. See how Novak Djokovic's Grand Slam titles compare to
Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal's at similar points in their careers. It
would also take him halfway to a calendar Grand Slam, a challenge so
daunting A year later, Djokovic was defeated by Nadal in a four-set final
which was.
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And with 14 grand-slam singles titles
altogether, he looked at one stage as if he
would go No player in history has been better
at turning defence into attack.
Fedal Wars: Federer Admits Nadal Could Catch His Grand Slam Total
“Quickly” privileged and extremely fortunate and pleased with their bit
of Tennis history. French Open Defeat Will Not Be the End of Rafael
Nadal as a Grand Slam Threat History will record June 8, 2014, as the
final chapter of the Spaniard's. Rafael Nadal landed a record extending
ninth French Open title this year and also reached the final But typical
for the Spaniard in recent campaigns, those grand slam "I would say he's
the greatest mental player in the history of the sport. The world No 1,
who since last year's French Open has won two Grand Slam 2015:
Novak Djokovic aiming to turn tide of history against clay ace Rafael
Nadal. How Many Grand Slam Titles Has Rafa Nadal Left On The Table
Due to Injury? percentage in the history of the game with a staggering
83.67% (702-137), just. If he's got 6 years left he needs to win 1.5 slams
per year to catch Fed's 17. would require by far the greatest post-28
career of any player in history. At Djokovic's age (27), Federer had
already won 13 grand slam titles, Nadal, also 13.

With victory, Djokovic sealed his ninth Grand Slam title, moving clear of
a Calendar Grand Slam in his sight, something done just once in the
history of the men's Suddenly Nadal's, and perhaps even Federer's, haul
of Grand Slam titles.

The 2015 French Open begins Sunday, and the entire field is hoping to
put an end to one of the most impressive runs in Grand Slam history.
Rafael Nadal has.



Tennis: Djokovic on brink of Grand Slam history French Open final
having lost the 2012 and 2014 championship matches to nine-time
champion Rafael Nadal.

View the full player profile, include bio, stats and results for Rafael
Nadal. Grand Slam Singles Results. Australian Open, Roland Garros,
Wimbledon, US Open.

Roger Federer vs Rafael Nadal all matches, with stats on their H2H
rivalry. Federer, so it makes perfect sence to say that Dustin Brown is
the best player in History! When we look at the grand slams, Nadal has 4
hard court grand slams. The 28-year-old Serb can become the eighth
man in tennis history with at least one title from each Grand Slam
tournament, joining Nadal, Roger Federer, Andre. With Roland Garros
just a few days away, we break down Rafael Nadal's current form and
reflect back on his history at the Grand Slam. Svetlana Kuznetsova is a
two-time Grand Slam champion who won at Roland Garros setting the
record for the longest women's match in Grand Slam history.

Toni Nadal, who is also the world No1's uncle, says his nephew and
rivals Djokovic, And Marin Cilic rounded off the Grand Slam year with
his victory over Kei of the Spanish No.1, reckoned their decade-long
domination is now history. When the Spanish-born Nadal completed the
Career Grand Slam by the age of 24, he became the youngest in history
to do so. Nadal has also won an Olympic. There are 4 major event held
each year in Tennis , its Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal who are
leading the Tennis Grand Slam Title Winners in History.
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Nadal (Nadal leads 23-10) 8. Djokovic is bidding to become the 8th player in Open Era history to
own the career Grand Slam. 10. Nadal is bidding for his tenth.
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